
Estimation of the Figures Of Merit (significance, purity & signal-to-bkg ratio) of a physics signal

A.Pompili - SDAL course - Exercise 11a



The code is mutuated from the previous macro, modified and now called myGenExpGausFOMSignal.C

For presentation purposes we consider a stronger - than earlier - generated signal. 

I need also the histogram …
not only the unbinned data
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The fits’ sequence is similar to the one in the previous exercise.
The first is the full free fit:

We will estimate the FOMs after the full free fit, like we would do in a real situation with real data. 
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This is the full free fit result:
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A candidates’ selection aims to maximize the SS	to better extract a rare signal & estimate - for instance - its Branching Fraction.
It’s usually calculated in a 𝟑𝝈 -window, namely:                                    . In this case the selection is weaker than in the next case.

Typically…

[ 𝒙 − 𝟑𝝈, 𝒙 + 𝟑𝝈]

A candidates’ selection aims to maximize the SP	to extract an enough pure set of signal candidates to be used for the 
measurement - for instance - of a property of the physical signal. It’s usually calculated in a 𝟐𝝈 -window i.e.: [ 𝒙 − 𝟐𝝈, 𝒙 + 𝟐𝝈]
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Maximizing both are incompatible operations
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The previous piece of code provides the following output with the relevant results (*) :

Note that the difference between the standard and the alternative (*) evaluation happens to 
be because the values (lines) delimiting the windows (i.e. [ 𝒙 − 𝒏𝝈, 𝒙 + 𝒏𝝈]	with 𝒏=2,3	)
cannot cover exactly the border bins!  (see next slide)
The difference can change itself from one generation to the other, becoming sometimes small.
Increasing the binning (i.e. reducing the bin-width) would help to reduce the difference. 
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(*) “alternative” means I use the histogram (integrated on the window) instead of the total fit function (integrated on the range)



Bin #43 Bin #57

Bin #43 is included in the Integral of the histogram in the signal region thus overestimating the bkg & total;
the bkg can be instead taken by the bkg-fit model and that would not include the bin #43 contribution: 
this explains why the bkg from the fit is underestimated or the bkg/total from the histogram is overestimated.
In general the alternative way of calculation overestimates the FOMs. 
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The rest of the fits is performed as usual to extract the Statistical Significance of the Signal
(as seen in the earlier exercise):
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